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Abstract The relativistic quantum dynamics of scalar
bosons in the background of a full vector coupling (minimal
plus nonminimal vector couplings) is explored in the context of the Duffin–Kemmer–Petiau formalism. The Coulomb
phase shift is determined for a general mixing of couplings
and it is shown that the space component of the nonminimal
coupling is a sine qua non condition for the exact closed-form
scattering amplitude. It follows that the Rutherford cross section vanishes in the absence of the time component of the
minimal coupling. Bound-state solutions obtained from the
poles of the partial scattering amplitude show that the time
component of the minimal coupling plays an essential role.
The bound-state solutions depend on the nonminimal coupling and the spectrum consists of particles or antiparticles
depending on the sign of the time component of the minimal
coupling without chance for pair production even in the presence of strong couplings. It is also shown that an accidental
degeneracy appears for a particular mixing of couplings.

1 Introduction
The success of the Dirac equation in describing protonnucleus scattering encourages the use of others fundamental
relativistic wave equations in treating other nuclear probes.
In the 1930s, Duffin, Kemmer and Petiau proposed a new
relativistic wave equation able to describe the dynamics of
spin-zero and spin-one particles [1–4]. The Duffin–Kemmer–
Petiau (DKP) formalism holds a large number of couplings,
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not only electromagnetic interactions, which enables one to
emulate a mean field theory for describing hadron interactions. This large number of couplings makes the DKP equation a great tool for physicists as regards a phenomenological description of nuclear processes. The DKP formalism has been widely used in the description of many processes in elementary particle and nuclear physics as for
instance, in the analysis of K l3 decays, the decay-rate ratio
(η → γ γ )/ (π 0 → γ γ ), and level shifts and widths
in pionic atoms [5–7]. Kozac and Collaborators [8] found
that the DKP-based deuteron-nucleus optical potential are
in close agreement with those obtained in other approachs
[9,10]. Fischbach and co-authors definite a testable prediction of a kinematic zero at t = (m K + m π )2 in the “effective” scalar form factor [5]. The same authors conclude that,
based on others studies [11,12], the DKP equation is superior to the Klein–Gordon (KG) equation for the description of
scalar particles [13]. Willey and Collaborators [14] applied
the standard S-matrix kinematic analysis and showed that
the form factors are free of kinematic singularities or constraints. Aydin and Barut [15] obtained the energy spectra
and the branching ratio of the two K l3 modes and the πe3
decay rate with good agreement to experiment. The DKP
formalism has also applications in other contexts, as such,
in noncommutative phase space [16], in very special relativity (VSR) symmetries [17], in Bose–Einstein condensates
[18,19], in topological defects [20,21], in thermodynamics
properties [22], in topological semimetals [23], in noninertial
effect of rotating frames [24], among others.
Although the formalisms are equivalent in the case of minimally coupled vector interactions [25–27] , the DKP formalism enjoys a richness of couplings not capable of being
expressed in the KG and Proca theories [28,29]. The nonminimal vector interaction refers to a kind of charge conjugate
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invariant coupling that behaves like a vector under a Lorentz
transformation. Nonminimal vector potentials, added by
other kinds of Lorentz structures, have already been used
in a phenomenological context for describing the scattering
of mesons by nuclei [30–33], but it should be mentioned
that the nonminimal vector couplings have been improperly
used. Other misconception is found in Refs. [30,31], where
the space component of the nonminimal vector potential is
absorbed into the spinor. However, as it is shown in [34],
there is no chance to discard this term. Recently, the demand
for a conserved four-current has been used to point out a
misleading treatment in the literature regarding analytical
solutions for nonminimal vector interactions (see [35] for a
comprehensive list of references). Elsewhere [36], using the
proper form of the nonminimal vector coupling and considering spherically symmetric potential functions, it has been
shown that the solution for the problem can be found in a clear
and transparent way in terms of a Schrödinger-like equation
for just one component of the DKP spinor and the remaining
components are expressed in terms of that one in a simple
way. Also, it has been shown that the proper boundary conditions are imposed in a simple way by observing the absence
of Dirac delta potentials. On the other hand, the Coulomb
problem has been intensively studied because of its intrinsic
interest and also for applications in different research fields.
The Coulomb problem in the context of the DKP equation has
been reported in the literature for minimal vector Coulomb
interaction [37–39] and for scalar Coulomb interaction [40].
To the best of our knowledge, no one has reported on the
solution of scalar bosons with a full vector Coulomb interaction.
In the present work, we show the correct use of the nonminimal vector interaction in view of misconceptions propagated in the literature and we address the problem of scalar
bosons embedded in a full vector Coulomb potential. We
show that the Coulomb interaction (whether attractive or
repulsive) leads to a Whittaker differential equation. The
behavior of the scattering and bound-state solutions as well
as the restrictions on the potential parameters are discussed
in detail. This work treats mathematical aspects that may be
important in nuclear physics but are important by themselves
because they are closed analytical results. Mesons are submitted to strong interactions that are emulated on the mean
field theory by a external potential. Beyond its intrinsic interest, the Coulomb interaction is a long-range like, but allows
us to obtain analytical solutions that can give us a heuristic
look of strong interactions in the tail, so that the new results
reported in the present work are very important for a better
understanding in the phenomenological description of elastic
meson-nucleus scattering.
This work is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give a
brief review on the DKP equation. We discuss the condition
on the interactions which leads to a conserved current (Sect.
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2.1). In Sect. 3, we concentrate our efforts on the full vector interaction. In particular, we focus on the case of scalar
bosons and obtain the equation of motion, which describes
the relativistic quantum dynamics (Sect. 3.1). Considering
the Coulomb interaction, we find the scattering and boundstate solutions (Sects. 3.3, 3.4, respectively). Finally, in Sect.
4 we present our conclusions.

2 Review on DKP equation
We consider the Lagrangian density for the free DKP field
(with units in which h̄ = c = 1)
L =


 

i  μ
ψ̄β ∂μ ψ − ∂μ ψ̄ β μ ψ − m ψ̄ψ
2

(1)

where the adjoint spinor ψ̄ is given by ψ̄ = ψ † η0 with
η0 = 2β 0 β 0 − 1 in such a way that (η0 β μ )† = η0 β μ (the
matrices β μ are Hermitian with respect to η0 ). The matrices
β μ satisfy the algebra
β μ β ν β λ + β λ β ν β μ = g μν β λ + g λν β μ

(2)

and the metric tensor is g μν = diag (1, −1, −1, −1). The
algebra expressed by (2) generates a set of 126 independent matrices whose irreducible representations are a trivial
representation, a five-dimensional representation describing
the spin-zero particles and a ten-dimensional representation
associated to spin-one particles.
The equation of motion obtained from the Lagrangian (1),
is given by [4]

 μ
iβ ∂μ − m ψ = 0

(3)

This equation is covariant under Lorentz transformation (see
Appendix A)
A well-known conserved four-current is given by
Jμ =

1
ψ̄β μ ψ
2

(4)

where the adjoint spinor ψ̄ is given by ψ̄ = ψ † η0 with
η0 = 2β 0 β 0 − 1 in such a way that (η0 β μ )† = η0 β μ (the
matrices β μ are Hermitian with respect to η0 ). Despite the
similarity to the Dirac equation, the DKP equation involves
singular matrices, the time component of J μ is not positive
definite and the case of massless bosons cannot be obtained
by a limiting process [41]. Nevertheless, the matrices β μ plus
the unit operator generate a ring consistent with integer-spin
algebra and J 0 may be interpreted as a charge density. The
factor 1/2 multiplying ψ̄β μ ψ, of no importance regarding
the conservation law, is in order to hand over a charge density conformable to that one used in the KG theory and its
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nonrelativistic limit [34].
 The normalization condition for
bound-state solutions dτ J 0 = ±1 can be expressed as

dτ ψ̄β 0 ψ = ±2

(5)

where the plus (minus) sign must be used for a positive (negative) charge.
2.1 Interaction in the Duffin–Kemmer–Petiau equation
With the introduction of interactions, the Lagrangian density
for the DKP field becomes
L=


 

i  μ
ψ̄β ∂μ ψ − ∂μ ψ̄ β μ ψ − m ψ̄ψ − ψ̄U ψ
2

(6)

where the more general potential matrix U is written in
terms of 25 (100) linearly independent matrices pertinent to
five (ten)-dimensional irreducible representation associated
to the scalar (vector) sector. The equation of motion obtained
from the Lagrangian (6), is given by

 μ
iβ ∂μ − m − U ψ = 0.

i 
ψ̄ U − η0 U † η0 ψ = 0.
2

(10)

(7)

In this case J μ = φ̄β μ φ/2 does not depend on time, so that
the spinor φ describes a stationary state.

(8)

3.1 Scalar sector

In the presence of interaction, J μ satisfies the equation
∂μ J μ +

important point to note is that this potential leads to a conserved four-current but the same does not happen if instead
of i[P, β μ ] one uses either Pβ μ or β μ P, as in [30–33]. As
a matter of fact, in [30] it is mentioned that Pβ μ and β μ P
produce identical results.
The invariance of the nonminimal vector potential under
charge conjugation means that it does not couple to the
charge of the boson. In other words, A(2)
μ does not distinguish particles from antiparticles. Hence, whether one considers spin-zero or spin-one bosons, this sort of interaction
cannot exhibit Klein’s paradox [34]. On the other hand, the
charge-conjugation operation changes the sign of the mini(1)
mal interaction potential, i.e., changes the sign of Aμ (see
Appendix B).
If the potential is time-independent one can write
ψ(r, t) = φ(r) exp(−i Et), where E is the energy of the
boson, in such a way that the time-independent DKP equation becomes

μ (2)
φ = 0.
β 0 E + iβ · ∇ − m − β μ A(1)
μ − i[P, β ]Aμ

Thus, if U is Hermitian with respect to η0 then four-current
will be conserved. The potential matrix U can be written in
terms of well-defined Lorentz structures. For the spin-zero
sector there are two scalar, two vector and two tensor terms
[28], whereas for the spin-one sector there are two scalar,
two vector, a pseudoscalar, two pseudovector and eight tensor terms [29]. The tensor terms have been avoided in applications because they furnish noncausal effects [28,29]. The
condition (8 ) has been used to point out a misleading treatment in the recent literature regarding solutions for nonminimal vector interactions [35,42–44].

3 Vector interactions in the DKP equation
Considering only the vector terms, the DKP equation can be
written as

μ (2)
ψ =0
(9)
iβ μ ∂μ − m − β μ A(1)
μ − i[P, β ]Aμ
where P is a projection operator (P 2 = P and P † = P )
in such a way that ψ̄[P, β μ ]ψ behaves like a vector under a
(2)
Lorentz transformation as does ψ̄β μ ψ. Here, A(1)
μ and Aμ
are the four-vector potential functions. Notice that the vector
(1)
(2)
potential Aμ is minimally coupled but not Aμ . One very

For the case of spin-zero (scalar sector), the β μ matrices are
[44]

θ 0
0
ρ
0
(11)
, β=
β = T
−ρ T 0
0
0
where
θ =

0
1

0
ρ2 =
0


1
−1
, ρ1 =
0
0
−1
0

0
0

0
0


0
0
, ρ3 =
0
0

0
0



−1
0

(12)



0, 0 and 0 are 2×3, 2×2 and 3×3 zero matrices, respectively,
while the superscript T designates
matrix
transposition. In


this representation P = 13 β μ βμ − 1 = diag (1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
i.e. P projects out the first component of the DKP spinor. The
five-component spinor can be written as φ T = (φ1 , ..., φ5 )
and the three-dimensional DKP equation for scalar bosons
becomes

i∇ + A(1)

2


+ ∇ · A(2) + A(2)

2


φ1 = k 2 φ1

(13)
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1 
(1)
(2)
E − A 0 + i A 0 φ1
m

φ2 =


ζ = ∇ − iA(1) − A(2) φ1

(14)

case of bound-state solutions the condition
implies

(15)

E
m

where

(1)
k 2 = E − A0

2


(2)
− m 2 + A0

ζ = (ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 ) =

m
(φ3 , φ4 , φ5 ).
i

2

(16)

and
(17)

Note that Eqs. (13), (14) and (15) clearly show that the DKP
spinor has an excess of components. We can see that φ1 is
the independent component of the DKP spinor φ, which is
associated to correct physical component and represents a
complex scalar field [27]. The other 4 components of φ are
superfluous components, which are expressed in terms of φ1 .
Meanwhile,
(1)
A0

E−
|φ1 |2 ,
m


1   ∗
Im φ1 ∇φ1 − A(1) |φ1 |2 .
J=
m
If we consider spherically symmetric potentials
J0 =


A

(α)

μ

(r) =



(α)
A0 (r ),

Ar(α) (r )
r

(18)

∞
0

1
dr |u| −
m



2

∞

0

dτ J 0 = ±1

2
dr A(1)
0 |u| = ±1.

(23)

Therefore, for motion in a central field, the solution of
the three-dimensional DKP equation can be found by solving a Schrödinger-like equation. The other components are
obtained from (14) and (15). Due to the spherical symmetry,
Eq. (21) does not depend on m l . Hence, for each l the energy
is degenerate 2l + 1 times (essential degeneracy).
3.2 Full vector Coulomb potential
Let us consider the vector terms in the form
(1)

a0
,
r

(2)

a0
,
r

(2)

ar
.
r

(24)



d2 u
α2 + l(l + 1)
α1
2
u = 0,
−
+
K
−
dr 2
r
r2

(25)

(1)

A0 =

(2)

A0 =

Ar(2) =

Substituting (24) in (21), we obtain

with
(1)

α1 = 2Ea0 ,

, α = 1, 2

(19)

then the DKP equation permits the factorization
φ1 (r) =






(1)
α2 = ar(2) (ar(2) + 1) − a0

2


(2)
− a0

(26)
2

.

(27)

Using the abbreviations


u κ (r )ei
Ylm l (θ, ϕ)
r

(20)

γl =

l+

1
2

2
+ α2 ,

(28)

(1)

where Ar = d/dr , Ylm l is the usual spherical harmonic,
with l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., m l = −l, −l + 1, . . . , l,

∗ Y
= δll  δm l m l  and κ stands for all quantum
d Ylm
l l ml 
numbers which may be necessary to characterize φ1 . For
r = 0 the radial function u obeys the radial equation
d2 u



(2)
Ar

+ k2 − 2
r
dr 2

−

(2)
d Ar

dr

−

l(l + 1)
−
r2



(2) 2
Ar


u = 0.

(21)
(1)

(2)

(2)

If the potentials A0 , A0 and Ar go to zero at large distances the proper solution has the asymptotic behavior ei K r
as r → ∞, with
K =



E 2 − m2.

(22)

Therefore, scattering states occur only if K ∈ R, whereas
bound states occur only if K = i|K |. Furthermore, in the

123

η=

α1
,
2K

(29)

and the change z = −2i K r , Eq. (25) becomes
d2 u
1 iη 1/4 − γl2
−
+
+
−
dz 2
4
z
z2

u = 0.

(30)

This second-order differential equation is the so-called Whittaker equation, which has two linearly independent solutions
M−iη,γl (z) and W−iη,γl behaving like z 1/2+γl and z 1/2−γl
close to the origin, respectively. Owing to the normalization
condition expressed by Eq. (23), u must behave as r  near
the origin with Re() > 0 so that only the particular solution M−iη,γl (z) with γl > 0 is allowed. The solution can be
written as
u(z) = Ae−z/2 z 1/2+γl M (1/2 + γl + iη, 1 + 2γl , z)

(31)
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where A is a arbitrary constant,

The closed form being [46]

α2 > −1/4,

(32)

and M (a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function
(Kummer’s function) [45] with the asymptotic behavior for
π
large |z| and − 3π
2 < arg z ≤ − 2 [45]
M (a, b, z)

(b) −iπa −a (b) z a−b
e
e z .
z +
(b − a)
(a)

(33)

3.3 Scattering states
We can show that for |z|
1 and K ∈ R the asymptotic
behavior dictated by (33) implies
u(r )

sin K r −

lπ
+ δl
2


(34)

where the relativistic Coulomb phase shift δl = δl (η) is given
by
δl =

π
(l + 1/2 − γl ) + arg  (1/2 + γl + iη) .
2

e−i φ1 (r)

ei K r cos θ + f (θ, ϕ)

ei K r
,
r

(36)

where the first term represents a plane wave moving along
the direction θ = 0 toward the scatterer, and the second term
represents a radially outgoing wave. For spherically symmetric scatterers, both terms exhibit cylindrical symmetry about
the direction of incidence in such a way that φ1 and f are
independent of ϕ. The connection between the forms (20) and
(36) allows us to write the scattering amplitude as a partial
wave series
f (θ ) =

∞


(2l + 1) fl Pl (cos θ ) ,

(37)

(40)

which gives the well-known Rutherford scattering formula
for the differential cross section in classical and nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. This happens because the condition
(39) implies that the scalar boson is effectively under the
influence of a Coulomb potential (without inversely quadratic
terms).
3.4 Bound states
If K = i|K |, the partial scattering amplitude becomes infinite when 1/2 + γl + iη = −n, where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
due to the poles of the gamma function in the numerator of
(38), and (33) implies that u tends to r 1/2+γl +n e−|K |r for
large r . Therefore, bound-state solutions are possible only
(1)
for α1 < 0, i.e., when E ≷ 0 and a0 ≶ 0 and the spectrum
is expressed as

(35)

For scattering states, the solution of the DKP equation (13)
has the asymptotic form

 (1 + iη) e−iη ln sin θ/2
, θ = 0,
 (1 − iη) 2K sin2 θ/2
2

f (θ ) = −η

E = −


(1)
sgn a0 m

1+


(1)
a0

.

2

(41)

(n+γl +1/2)2

Because M(−n, b, z) is proportional to the generalized
(b−1)
(z) [45] and using a pair of inteLaguerre polynomial L n
(b−1)
(z) [47] one can finally write
gral formulas involving L n
φ1 as
φ1 (r) = N ei r γl −1/2 e
(2γl )

× Ln

−2

|α1 |r

(n+γl +1/2)


|α1 |r
Ylm l (θ, ϕ)
n + γl + 1/2

(42)

with

N=

n!
|E| 22γl +1 |K |2γl +2
m (n + γl + 1/2) (n + 2γl + 1)

(43)

l=0

of order
where Pl is the Legendre polynomial

 l and the partial
scattering amplitude is fl = e2iδl − 1 /(2i K ). With the
phase shift (35), up to a logarithmic phase inherent to the
Coulomb field, we find
2i K fl = −1 + eiπ (l+1/2−γl )

 (1/2 + γl + iη)
.
 (1/2 + γl − iη)

(38)
4 Conclusions

The series (37) can be summed only when γl = l + 1/2, i.e.
when
α2 = 0.

where the radial quantum number n is related to the number of
zeros of φ1 . In addition to the essential degeneracy mentioned
before, accidental degeneracy exists when α2 = 0. In this
case E depends on n and l through the combination n + l in
such a way that each energy is (n + l + 1)2 -fold degenerate.

(39)

In this work, we have addressed the relativistic quantum dynamics of scalar bosons embedded in a full vector
Coulomb interaction in the context of the DKP formalism.
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We showed that using the proper form of the full vector interaction and considering a Coulomb potential (whether attractive or repulsive) the scattering and bound-state solutions can
be obtained by solving a Whittaker differential equation.
For scattering solutions, we calculated the relativistic
Coulomb phase shift and expressed the scattering amplitude
as a partial wave sum for the general case of vector interactions. The space component of the minimal coupling contributes only with an l-independent phase factor in the partial
wave. The scattering amplitude can be summed only when
γl = l + 1/2 (α2 = 0). In this particular case, the closed
form leads to the Rutherford scattering formula for the differential cross section. Incidentally, the Rutherford scattering
formula requires the presence of the space component of the
nonminimal coupling and it is valid even if the interactions
are strong. Furthermore, the Rutherford cross section vanishes in the absence of the time component of the minimal
coupling making the interaction transparent. Of course, our
results are valid in the approximation γl l + 1/2 (α2 0).
On the other hand, the existence of bound-state solutions
requires the presence of the time component of the minimal
(1)
coupling (a0 = 0) , binding particles (antiparticles) with
positive (negative) energies in the case of an attractive (a
repulsive) potential and so the spontaneous pair production
is not a possibility. The usual accidental degeneracy in the
bound-state spectrum only exists when the potential parameters obey the very same restriction that leads the closed-form
amplitude scattering (α2 = 0, or α2 0 in a approximation
scheme).
We showed that the many ways that a Coulomb potential
can couple to bosons in the DKP formalism make a difference in hadronic process. We believe that the results reported
in the present work are an important contribution for a better understanding of those phenomenological descriptions
by the DKP formalism. A more detailed study of the interaction between mesons and nucleus can be accomplished by
adding a short-range phenomenological potential apart from
long-range. A refined calculation of this process should use
computational methods to obtain phase-shifts which can be
compared with our results obtained in a closed form. Finally,
it is worthwhile to mention that the DKP formalism holds a
large number of couplings, not only electromagnetic interactions, which enables one to emulate a mean field theory for
describing the hadron interactions. This large number of couplings makes the DKP formalism a great tool for physicists as
regards a phenomenological description of nuclear processes.
Our results can be seen as a first step for future applications
in nuclear processes, this is currently under study and will be
reported elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Lorentz covariance of the DKP equation
Under a Lorentz transformation x  μ = μ ν x ν we have
ψ  = U ()ψ,
U

−1 μ

μ

β U =

νβ

ν

(44)

.

(45)

For the case of an infinitesimal transformation, we have
μ ν = δ μ ν + ωμ ν (ωμν = −ωνμ ) with
1
U = 1 + μν S μν ,
2

(46)

where S μν = [β μ , β ν ] and for a finite Lorentz transformation
we obtain

1
ωμν S μν .
(47)
U = exp
2
Appendix A.1: Scalar sector
To select the physical component of the DKP field for the
scalar sector (spin-0 sector), we define the operators [48]

P ≡ − β0

2

β1

2

β2

2

β3

2

,

P μ ≡ Pβ μ ,

(48)

which satisfy
P 2 = P,

(49)

μ ν

P β = Pg
PS

μν

=S

μ νλ

=η

P S

μν

μν

μν

,

(50)

P = 0,
λ

P −η

(51)
μλ

ν

P .

(52)

As shown in [48]
(Pψ) = Pψ,
μ



μ

(P ψ) = 

λP

(53)
λ

ψ,

(54)

so that Pψ and P μ ψ transform as a (pseudo) scalar and a
(pseudo) vector under an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, respectively. Applying P and P μ to the DKP equation
(3) and combining the results, we get

∂μ ∂ μ + m 2 (Pψ) = 0.

(55)
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This result tell us that all elements of the column matrix
Pψ obey the KG equation. Then, acting with P upon the
spinor DKP ψ selects the scalar sector of DKP theory, making
explicitly clear that it describes a spin-0 particle. Following
this innovative view of the DKP spinor, Ref. [26] shows that
the redundant components of ψ are projected out, ψ and Pψ
are both compatible with gauge invariance.
Appendix A.2: Vector sector
Now we discuss the vector sector (spin-1 sector) of the DKP
theory. Similar to the scalar sector, we can select the physical
components of the DKP field for the spin-1 sector, so we
define the operators

2 2 2 3 2 μ 0
β
β
β β − g μ0 ,
Rμ ≡ β 1

R μν ≡ R μ β ν ,

(56)
which satisfy
R μν = −R νμ ,
R

μν α

μ να

μ νλ

=g

μν

=g

να

β =R g

R S
R

μν αβ

S

(57)
ν μα

−R g

λ

R −g
R

μβ

μλ

−g

(R

μν



μ

ψ) = 

ν

λ β R

P = exp (iδ P ) P0 η0 ,

(65)

where δ P is a constant phase and P0 changes r into −r.
Because
this unitary operator anticommutes with β i and


sign
P, β i , they change
 under a parity transformation,

0
0
whereas β and P, β , which commute with η0 , remain
the same. Since δ P = 0 or δ P = π , the spinor components
have definite parities.
Appendix B.2: Charge conjugation
The charge-conjugation operation changes the sign of the
(1)
minimal interaction potential, i.e. changes the sign of Aμ .
This can be accomplished by the transformation ψ → ψC =
Cψ = C K ψ, where K denotes the complex conjugation and
C is a unitary matrix such that Cβ μ = −β μ C. The matrix
that satisfies this relation is

,

(58)

R ,

(59)

C = exp (iδC ) η0 η1 .

(60)

The phase factor exp (iδC ) is equal to ±1; therefore E →
−E. Note also that J μ → −J μ , as should be expected for
a charge current. Meanwhile C anticommutes with [P, β μ ]
and the charge-conjugation operation entails no change on
(2)
Aμ .

ν

μα

R

νβ

−g

νβ

R

μα

+g

μβ

R .

(61)
αβ

(66)

να

As shown in [48]
(R μ ψ) = μ λ R λ ψ,

(2)

and A0 remain the same. This happens due to the parity
operator is

ψ,

(62)

so that R μ ψ and R μν ψ transform as (pseudo) vector and
(pseudo) tensor quantities under an infinitesimal Lorentz
transformation, respectively. Again, applying R μ and R μν to
the DKP equation (3) and combining the results, we obtain
∂ν U νμ + m 2 R μ ψ = 0,

(63)

U μν = ∂ μ R ν ψ − ∂ ν R μ ψ.

(64)

These results tell us that all elements of the column matrix
R μ ψ obey the Proca equation. So, similar to the scalar sector,
this procedure selects the vector sector of the DKP theory,
making explicitly clear that it describes a spin-1 particle.

Appendix B.3: Time reversal
The DKP equation is invariant under the time-reversal transformation, i.e. when t → −t, if Ai(1) and A(2)
0 change sign,
(2)
whereas A(1)
and
A
remain
the
same.
This
is because the
0
i
time-reversal operator is
T = exp (iδT ) T0 η0 ,

(67)

where δT is a constant phase and T0 denotes the complex conjugation and changes t into −t. Because
this unitary operator

anticommutes with β i and P, β i , they change
 signunder a
time-reversal transformation, whereas β 0 and P, β 0 remain
the same.

Appendix B: Symmetries of the DKP equation
Appendix B.4: PCT
Appendix B.1: Parity
The DKP equation is invariant under the parity operation, i.e.
(1)
(2)
(1)
when r → −r, if Ai and Ai change sign, whereas A0

The DKP equation is invariant under the PCT transformation, if both sorts of vector potential, change sign. Our results
can be summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of the results for the behavior of the minimal and
nonminimal vector interactions under P , C , T and PCT . Here “+” and
“−” mean “no change sign” and “change sign”, respectively
P

C

T

PCT

A0

+

−

+

−

(1)
Ai
(2)
A0
Ai(2)

−

−

−

−

Vector interaction
(1)

+

+

−

−

−

+

+

−
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